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Kingdomverse 2024 
Strategic Roadmap

As we look ahead to 2024, Kingdomverse is committed to staying at the forefront of 
innovation and delivering unparalleled experiences to our community. Our strategic 
roadmap focuses on key areas to shape the future of Web3 gaming:

Expand our NFT gaming offerings to provide players with unique 
in-game assets and experiences by enabling our games to 
integrate other NFTs through strategic collaborations allowing 
us to onboard other NFT communities into our projects.

We will be expanding our play-to-earn models, offering 
players the opportunity to earn rewards by participating in a 
new treasure hunt type game, completing tasks, and 
contributing to the Kingdomverse ecosystem, driving 
increased engagement and user retention.

We are enhancing our Tournaments by building a tournament 
platform where holders of $KING and NFTs from KV can stake and 
redeem tickets that can be used in premium tournaments with 
higher prize pools which can attract more users to join our 
ecosystem.

Build in scalable solutions such as Layer 2 solutions like opBNB  
to improve transaction speeds, reduce costs, and ensure a 
smooth and seamless gaming experience for all Kingdomverse 
users.
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NFT Integration
Expansion
At Kingdomverse, we are dedicated to revolutionizing the gaming experience 
through the integration of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in our games such as 
Defend the Kingdom. In 2024, we are taking a bold step forward by expanding 
our NFT gaming offerings to provide players with unparalleled experiences.

Through strategic collaborations with NFT projects and communities, we aim 
to enhance our games by enabling the integration of a diverse range of NFTs. 
By onboarding other NFT communities into our projects, we are creating a 
vibrant ecosystem where players can access a wide array of unique and 
collectible assets, enriching their gameplay experiences like never before.

Our vision is to break down barriers and foster a seamless integration of NFTs 
within Kingdomverse. By opening our doors to other NFT communities, we are 
not only expanding our offerings but also creating a thriving open community.

NFTs: Unlock heroes and 
legends in-game

Able to integrate other 
project characters/NFTs in 
our games.



Scalability Solutions:
Bridging $KING to opBNB
At Kingdomverse, we are committed to optimizing the experience for our 
users by implementing scalable solutions that enhance performance and 
efficiency. In 2024, we are focusing on integrating Layer 2 solutions, such as 
opBNB, to elevate our platform and provide a way to perform affordable and 
fast transactions.

By leveraging Layer 2 solutions like opBNB, we aim to address the 
challenges associated with transaction speeds and costs on the blockchain 
network. These solutions enable us to offload transactions from the main 
chain, significantly improving scalability and reducing congestion, 
ultimately leading to faster and more cost-effective transactions.

The transition of $KING from Ethereum to Opbnb represents a significant 
milestone for Kingdomverse. It underscores our commitment to enhancing 
user experience, lowering barriers to entry, and providing tangible value to 
our community. We are confident that these changes will foster a more 
vibrant, inclusive, and engaging ecosystem for all our users.

$KING
Ethereum

$KING
opBNB



Benefits of bridging $KING to opBNB
1. Lower Transaction Costs for Users
By leveraging Opbnb's efficient processing capabilities, we significantly reduce the cost of transactions. This makes participation in 
the $KING ecosystem more affordable, encouraging more frequent transactions and interactions within our platform.

2. Lower Entry Barriers, Broader Audiences
The transition to Opbnb is expected to lower the entry barriers for new users, making it easier and more appealing for a broader 
audience to buy and spend $KING. This inclusivity supports our goal of expanding our community and enhancing the liquidity of 
$KING.

3. Web Shop Migration
Concurrent with the bridging process, our web shop will migrate to the Opbnb platform. This move ensures a smoother, more 
cost-effective shopping experience, allowing users to utilize $KING with greater efficiency and ease.

4. Feasibility of Token Staking for Lower Quantities
The reduced transaction costs on Opbnb make token staking viable even for smaller quantities of $KING. This inclusivity ensures 
that more members of our community can participate in staking, regardless of the size of their holdings.

5. $KING Staking Program on Opbnb
In conjunction with the bridge to Opbnb, we are thrilled to introduce the $KING Staking Program. This initiative allows players to 
stake their $KING tokens on the Opbnb network and gain valuable in-game benefits, such as tournament passes. Participants can 
compete in our monthly tournaments, with higher prize pools than free tournaments.

$KING 
Bridge to opBNB



Play-to-Earn
Premium Tournaments
At Kingdomverse, we are dedicated to creating dynamic and rewarding 
experiences for our community members. In 2024, we are taking our 
Tournaments to the next level by introducing a cutting-edge 
tournament platform that offers exciting opportunities for $KING 
token holders and NFT owners from Kingdomverse.

Our tournament platform will allow holders of $KING tokens and NFTs 
from Kingdomverse to stake and redeem tickets, granting them access 
to premium tournaments with elevated prize pools. By incentivizing 
participation through staking mechanisms, we aim to attract more 
users to our ecosystem and create a competitive and engaging 
environment where players can showcase their skills and compete for 
coveted rewards.

Gen3 NFTs DTK Genesis 
NFTs

$KING Buy with
$KING

Staking

Premium Tournament 
tickets / passes
Holders of Gen3 MK NFTs and DTK Genesis NFts 
will be able to stake their NFTs and/or $KING 
tokens in order to yield tournament 
tickets/passes that can be used to participate in 
premium tournaments with high prize pools.

Buying

Premium 
Tournaments
Premium tournaments will have 
much higher prize pools than 
free tournaments. The 
tournament formats can be PVP 
and PVE.



Stats from our last
DTK tournament
In January 2024 we launched the first free tournament of the year, the 
tournament lasted for 7 days from January 25th until January 31st UTC 
with very promising results, we noticed growth in new countries, such 
as in North America in the United States and South America in 
countries such as Argentina, Venezuela, Colombia and Brazil. 
We are committed to keep hosting tournaments as they attract new 
users from all over the world and at the same time it keeps existing 
users engaged with the game.

Over

3,500
Matches 

Played

More than

18
Countries

1 Hour, 
17 min.

Avg. 
Engagement 
time per user

Top 20 performing countries in
last tournament by user traffic:

1. Venezuela
2. Argentina
3. United States
4. Brazil
5. Colombia

6. Japan
7. Spain
8. Indonesia
9. Mexico
10. Cuba

11. United Kingdom
12. Peru
13. Dominican Republic
14. Vietnam
15. Germany

16. Russia
17. France
18. Taiwan
19. Netherlands
20. Turkiye

Stats from 7 days during tournament 
dates Jan. 25th - Feb. 1st 2024:

Age Range:

1. 25 -34 yo
2. 18 - 24 yo
3. 35 - 44 yo



New Kingdomverse Web 
Game - Kingdom Quest

In addition to enhancing our Tournaments, we are expanding our 
play-to-earn models by introducing a new treasure hunt game that 
rewards players for completing tasks and contributing to the 
Kingdomverse ecosystem. This innovative approach not only drives 
increased engagement but also promotes user retention by offering 
tangible rewards for active participation. The new web game will be 
built using opBNB in order to decrease gas costs and an improved 
performance on transactions. The game will run in a web browser 
making it accessible to anyone who wants to play the game, no 
installations and no high-end computer hardware is required.

Through these initiatives, we are fostering a vibrant gaming community 
where players can earn rewards, compete in thrilling tournaments, and 
immerse themselves in a world of endless possibilities within 
Kingdomverse.

Kingdomverse Treasure Hunt game concept art



Thank You.


